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Do you love your Kindle? This collection of the first 101 posts from the top-rated I Love My Kindle

blog contains tips, news, resources, and even fiction about 's e-book reader and the universe of

e-books!  With an active table of contents, and the Kindle's search feature, it will let you have what

you need at your fingertips.  Do you have the Kindle for PC app? Are you unable to get Kindle store

blogs because you are outside the US? Here's a way for you to enjoy and benefit from the I Love

My Kindle blog!  This work is over 100,000 words: the equivalent of a 400 page book!  Partial Table

of Contents:  * What a Kindle isÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t * What to do if your Kindle is lost or stolen

* Ã¢â‚¬Å“Hear, hear!Ã¢â‚¬Â• Listening to your Kindle * The Right to Not Copy * E-mail a

clippingÃ¢â‚¬Â¦without your Kindle * Homescreen Sweet Homescreen * Make a wish list and blow

out the Kindles * Psst! Pass it onÃ¢â‚¬Â¦making sure your kids get your Kindle books * This time

itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s personalÃ¢â‚¬Â¦documents  It also includes the complete four part short story, Doctor

Watson's blog: A Kindle Abandoned.  Read what has been called "...highly original...", "...tons of

inforrmation...", and "...seriously funny...".
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This Kindle book is a collection of author's first 101 posts from his blog "I Love My Kindle" at [...],

dated from August 28, 2009 till November 14, 2009. The posts are related mostly to newer

generations Kindle 2 and DX. First generation Kindle is also covered, and the parts related to this

device are clearly marked. All posts included in the book are freely available, but if like me you are

an owner of international version of Kindle and can not subscribe or access this blog from your

Kindle, this collection of 101 posts is a very valuable and enjoyable reading.The posts are very well

written, and I enjoyed authors' clear and humorous style. Being new to Kindle I found interesting

and useful information in almost every post. The book has tons of links, but non-US users will be

able to use these links only from their Kindle for PC. But as the links point to additional reading this

does not affect the value of the book.Only one negative point this 20091120 edition (November 19,

2009) is formatting issue. No, this ugly cover page shown on  site is not included in the book, and

that's a positive point. :) Indeed this electronic book has no Cover Page and starts with the Table of

Contents. Unfortunately navigation menu items including "Book Cover", "Table of Contents" and

"Beginning" do point to the same location which is the first line of the Table of Contents. At least the

"Beginning" should be linked to "Introduction" or to the first post. Next point: links to the other posts

that are indeed include in the book lead to the web blog pages and not to the appropriate sections of

the book. Finally, I am not sure is the following formatting-related issue is specific to my Kindle 2: If

you browse back from the Introduction into the Table of Contents, first few pages of Table of

Content (actually 3-4 final pages of ToC) loose their formatting and look like pages densely and

continuously filled with links typed in normal font size instead of having just one entry per line and

larger font size. If one hits "Prev. Page" couple times more the formatting is restored. Hopefully

these glitches will be fixed in the new edition of the book.To conclude, this book or collection of

posts is excellent, and definitely worth your time and money. Many thanks to Bufo Calvin. I am

looking forward to read volume 2. :)"Whispernet brought it, Whispernet brought itWhispernet brought

my Bufo Calvin to me"(adapted from section "All's Well That Orwells" of this book)UPDATE: When

writing a review I had difficult time to decide if this Collection should receive 5 stars as I enjoy the

book very much, or one star should be taken off due to formatting glitches. After discussion with the

author (see comments) I think it would be a good compromise to give it 5 stars while providing the

full description of the formatting issues.

This book (and the ongoing blog) are must-have items for Kindle owners, especially new ones. help

files and such are wonderful, but there are many third party sites and utilities that have no place in

the help, but are especially useful for owners. Blogs like this are a great way to see the wider world



and get the most out of our devices.Aside from all that, the blog entries are well written, to the point,

and infused with a liberal doses of humor and wit.Recommended.

it is a nice collection of usable info - takes a lot of the guess work out - he has done the try and error

for you

Since I was new to Kindle I was looking for more tips and so far I haven't found much.Cute and

funny but wanted more tech stuff.

to learn about your Kindles! Even though this dates back to 2009, it is an amazingly useful

collection. I have learned and discovered so much.....and in general just have a greater respect for

the technology that I hold in my hand and the people/community that make it all possible. Thanks,

Bufo! Long live AmaZombies!
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